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ABSTMCT
Copernicus observations of the M-supergiants, a Ori and a Sea,
are presented. The MgII h and k resonance lines are strongly
in emission in both stars. The k line is highly asymmetric in both
stars but the li Line is symmetric. Upper limits for several other
resonance lines are given for Cr, Ori.
The possibility is explored that the k line asymmetry is caused
by overlying resonance lines of Mill and Fel formed in the cool.
circumstellar gas shells around these stars. 'Observations of the MnI
0
4030-4033 A lines are used to show that circumstellar shell absorption
is too weak to explain the asymmetry. However, the overlying lines
of MnI and rel do appear to be responsible because selected reI lines
in the visible spectrum appear weakened by fluorescent emission driven
by the MgII emission line. It is suggested that the absorption
occurs in a cool turbulent region between the base of the circumstellar
shell and the top of the chromosphere.
Subject- headings: Circumstellar shells - emission-line stars -
luminous stars - stars, individual
s
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I. INTRODUCTION
Stellar chromospheres have long been inferred for the M-supergiants
from the presence of CaII If and K in emission. In any study of these
chromospheres it is important to obtain as much observational data
as possible in order to accurately determine the physical structure.
Since most of the expected species have resonance lines in the ultra-
violet, we have used the NASA-Princeton satellite Copernicus
(Rogerson et al., 1973x) to search for these lines in two M-supergiants,
Betelgeuse (a Ori, M21ab, mV=0.8) and Antares (a Soo, M11b, my l.I).
Both stars are small amplitude variables; in addition, Antares has
a B-type companion (B4V, mV=6.6), at 3 arc-see separation, which appears
to be both the center of a nebula (5 arc-sec diameter; Stone and
Struve, 1954) and a radio source (lljellmi.ng and Wade ) 1971).
The MgII h and k lines have previously been observed in a Ori
by Kondo at al.. (1972) who found a striking asymmetry in the k
(2795'A) component while the h component (2802 A) was symmetric.
These observations were confirmed by Kondo, Morgan and Modisette
(1975). Observations of K-stars (Moos et al., 197 41) have not revealed
a difference between the h and k lines. In addition to observing
the MgII h and k lines in a Ori, we have observed these lines in
m Soo and have searched in the ultraviolet spectrum of a Ori for
other possible chromospheric indicators. The MgII lines
were observed strongly in emission in both stars and these observations
and their possible interpretation are the main subject of this paper.
None of the other lines we searched for in a Ori were detected.
j
From our null results, we have set upper limits upon the fluxes in
these various lines as discussed in S I3% These calculations are
given in Table 2. In §l;l, we discuss our observations of the MgII
lines, cur calculation of the error limits of our observations and
give various parameters calculated from the line profiles. We discuss
possible interpretations of the asymmetry in the k line in §111
and 5IV.
II. OBSERVATIONS
Our observations of a Ori and a Soo MgII.'h and k are presented
in Figures 1 and 2. These figures represent the averages of 12 scans
for a Ori and of 30 scans for a Soo obtained with the V2 system.
The resolution is 0.4 A. The B star companion to a Soo may be
expected to contribute up to 1000 cowrls/integration period in the
0
2800 A region to the count rate obtained with Copernicus if the
narrow (0.3 are-sec) spectrometer slit were to include both stars.
No positive evidence for this was seen in individual scans, However.,
some scans show a steep increase in covert rate across the scan.
The noise estimate, v, given in the figures and used subsequently
in this paper is based upon two separate calculations. First, the
estimated error in the background level is calculated by measuring
the rms deviation of a series of points which appear to contain no
significant stellar signal. Second, the standard Nr_1q error is
calculated and the t90 .r.omNs:,aed to give our estimated cr. This is not-
strictly valid since the errors are not independent. In addition,
there arc unknown errors arising from the different satellite orienta-
tions during the scanning. We feel that our formal error calculated
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as described above gives a fairly accurate picture of our relative
uncertainties, but wish to stress that is is purely a forma]. one.
We collect in 'Fable 1 various parameters calculated from our
observations of Mgll. In particular, we verify the striking asyrulir.try
in the It line as contrasted with the symmetric h line. Assuming that
the absolute response of the satellite rema i ned constant from orbit
8330 (a Ori observations) to orbit 10730 (a Sco observations)
(Snow, 197 11), the observed Mgll emission in a Sco is 80°m that in
a Ori. To estimate absolute fluxes, we must know the angular diameters
of -these two stars. The angular diameter of a Ori has been found to
be wavelength dependent (Bonneau and Labeyric, 1973). toe use the
. observed value of 0:'069 for 4220 h, although this can at best be only
a rough indicator of the value for the chromosphere.
use OY042 (Gezari, Labeyrie and Stachnilc, 1972). The
calibration corresponding -to an efficiency of 0.6 111 a
provided by Snow (197 11). This absolute determination
fluxes does not include a correction for interstellar
stellar reddening.
ror a Sco, we
satellite
L• 2800 A was
of the chromospheric
and circum-
We note that our measured values for the widths of the h and k
lines do not follow a Wilson-Bappu relationship'. The absolute visual
magnitudes for the two stars are M V (a Ori) =-6 (Keenan and Morgan,
1951) qnd MV (a Sco) =-5.2 (Stone and Struve, 1954) while the line widths
are slightly larger in a Sco. The tzvo stars do follow the Call
Wilson-Bappu relationship. We attribute this to the difficulty in
measuring these widths from noisy data and to the possibility that the
B star companion to a Sco contributes sufficient signal to d;stort the
V
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line profiles rather thin to n brenl:c'a%vn of the Wilson-Bappu
relationship.
The upper limits which we have been able to place upon the
other chromospheric lines, 'Table 2, serve to eliminate extensive
and/or hot regions surrounding this M-supergiant.
III, INTERPRETATI0NS Or THE k LINE ASYMMETRY
The outstanding feature of the MgII lines is the contrast between
the X2795 and X2802 lines; the former is strongly asymmetric and the
latter is symmetric. The h and k lines are expected to be formed in
a chromosphere; a static chromosphere would give rise to symmetric
self-reversed line profiles. An explanation for the asymmetric
k line might be provided by an extended, expanding chromosphere
according to calculations by Kunasz and llwrmier (1.97 11; also Kunasz,
1973). Such chromospheres give rise to self-reversed lines with the
intensity of the red peak greater than that of the blue peak, llowevez',
the regions of formation of the two MaII. lines must surely overlap	
. g
sufficiently that an expanding chromosphere cannot be model.lcd such
that expansion effects appear in the ]< line (oscillator strength
twice that of the h line) and not in the h line, The symmetry of the
h line is most simply interpreted in terms of a stationary chromosphere
and we have sought an alternative explanation for the asymmetric k
line. The k line asymmetry has been seen in each of the three separate
observations. This repeatability would suggest that it cannot be
attributed to peculiar line formation conditions in a bright active
region which happened to dominate the chromosphere at the time of
observation.
a
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Modise''te, Nichols and Kondo (1.973), exploring a suggestion by
llerbig, proposed that the asymmetry be attributed to absorption by
an overlying rcI resonance line (2795.006 R, a 5D`I - z 3G° 1I) multiplet
UV3). By assuming an optically thin chromosphere, Gaussian line
profiles and neglecting any other overlying lines, they were able to
calculate the required strength in the rel" line to produce the
observed asymmetry. Their overlying rcl•
 line has a very large half-
width of ^ 3 Ai, greater than that of the MgII lines, and an equivalent
0
width of 2500 nd1. The location of the absorbing reI layer was not
discussed.
We propose a different approach. Thy M-supergiants are known to
. possess substantial eircumstellar shells (Deutsch, 1956 and Weymann,
1962). We use the observed properties of these circumstellar shells
to estimate the amount of absor ,10ti.on expected. This will be done
without reference to the observed MgII lines.
Our search for coincident atomic and molecular lines (see also
Gahm, 1974 and Greve, 1974) showed that a MnI resonance transition
(a 6S5/2-y 6P°7/2 multiplet UV') at 2794.817 A would also contribute
to the absorption in the k line. There are many other lines within
the required wavelength interval but to obtain the large coltumi
density required to produce a strong absorption line in the cool
circumstellar shell, we are concerned only with absorptions out of
levels with very small energies (S 0.1 eV). Both the reI and the
MnI transitions arise from their respective ground states. The only
C
additional line in this region is a zirconium transition at 2795.1 11 A
I!	 but due to the low cosmic abundance of zirconium (7r/re — 3 x 10-5),
II
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the relatively high lower state energy (0,07 cV) and the Bmall oscillator
strength (ICurucz [1974) gives gf =4.8x10-2) any effect of -this line
will be quite small, we center our attention upon the FeI 2795.006 R
and the MnI 2794.817 A lines.
Another FeI line from multiplet UV falls at 2803,169 A within
the long wavelength peak of the h line. At an excitation temperature
T — 1000'K the optical depth in this line is 91% that of the ral 2795
line according 'to calculated oscillator strengths (Kurucz, 1974). If
FeI absorption is important in the interpretation of the Mg1I lines,
U
this line at 2803 A will reduce any expansion asymmetry in the h line.
This line would have a considerable influence on the profile according
° to the modelling by Modisette Pt al, but they overlooked this possibility,
The MnI absolute oscillator strength, gf73.70, was adopted (Ostrovsky
and Penkin, 1957; Bell et. al, 1959). The Pint line is broadened
by hyperfine structure (hfs) splitting, The a 6 S ground state has a
n2gli.gible splitting, ]Pe estimated the hfs Fpli.tting of the y 6P'7/2
stale front Rottmann (1958). The 2795 A line is composed of 6 his com-
ponents with a total width of 0,017 A or 1.8 km s-1 ; the 3 strongest
components representing 60 percent of the total line strength span
only 0.9 kin s -1 . Since our adopted Doppler velocity parameter for. the
shell is VD = 4 ]un s -1 , we can neglect the lifs`split-Ling. This MnI
line is a strong resonance transition. With oscillator strengths
from Blackwell and Collins (1972), we calculate that the probability
O
of a reemissi.on at 2795 A following absorption is 0 ° 987; the Mil
photons must scatter ninny times before they can escape the shell in
a longer wavelength transition for which the shell is optically thin.
The FeI line is a weak intercombination transition. Kurucz has
	 I .9
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calculated an oscillator strength (gf = .000 1110) from intermediate
coupling line strengths and a radial integral obtained using
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac wavefunctions. Comparison of these calculations
with experi.miental results (see, for example, Blacki,;cll et nl.., 1975)
shows good agreement. However, the largest discrepancies are
anticipated for the weak intercombination transitions; a factor of
two uncertainty is probably an upper limit.
Our observations (see below) provide a direct measure of the
Column density of neutral Mn in the shell. We adopt the reasonable
assumption that the degree of ionization for din and Fe is similar,.
We estimate that the optical depths at the line centers are T(PInI)
220 T (Fel). The large difference in the cosmic abundances,
N(Fe)/N(Pln) — 73, is offset by the oscillator strongtE ratio. We
assume a kinetic temperature of 1000°K and calculate the partition
function of the neutral iron to be I.G. Although the FeI transition is
weak, 'it is an efficient route for ultraviolet photons to be convey-ted
to visible photons which can escape directly from the shell; the
0
probability of a return emission at 2795 A is only 0.40$5.
Two properties of the observed ci.rcumstel.lar shell are
particularly important. Weymann (1962) calculated that the minimum
shell radius for a Ori was about 16 stellar radii, based on the
assumption of plane-parallel geometry. Our reanalysis (Bernat and
Lambert, 1975) confirms this value for a Ori, and we find a shell
radius for a Sco of about 4 stellar radii. hence, the shell must
be treated assuming spherical not plane-parallel geometry and, for
a Ori, any occultation effects by the star are minimal and the net
i
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equivalenL width of a pure Scattering line Will be zero; i.e. if the
photons absorbed in a strong resonance transition are not converted
to others fox, which the sholl is optically thin, we shall see no
overlying absorption provide' that the observations refer to the
entire shell. For a Soo, occultation of the far side of the shell
by the stellar surface Will increase the net equivalent width,
Secondly, Weymiann derived a Doppler velocity of about 4 lai 3sec
for the a Ori shell, a value We find also for the KI 7699 A line.
Absorption Ir r the shell is limited to a few Doppler widths from
line center or about 0.12 A at 2500 A.
III. THE COOL CIRCUMSTELLAR SHELL
Two direct methods of establishing the effects of the circum-
stellar shell suggest themselves. The most direct would be the
observation at high resolution of the region around 2795 R. Since
the shell lines Would be quite sharp, this requires an instrumental
e
resolution of better than 0.1 A, which is possible wit} Copernicus.
We intend to undertake this observation as soon as possible.
A second possibility involves the observation of shell lines
which arise from the same lower level as the ultraviolet lines.
O
In particular, eve have observed the Mal lines 4030.755 A
(`x 655/2 - z 6FO6/2' multiplet 2) and g033.07L1 A (a655/2 - z 6F05/2'
multiplet 2); which have oscillator strengths 0.099 and 0.069 that
0
of the Mal 2795 A line. Each of these line is also composed of sax
Ahfs components with a total splitting of .05 A and .0 L1 A
,
. The most
r
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intense components are separated by lest, than half this amount and
we again ncgloct the hyperfine structure. Our obserrvnti-onal data
consists of 0.07 A resolution Eiders obtained with the Tull (1972)
coude' scanner for a Ori and 3 Mun plates for a Soo. To model
the 11030 A, 11033 A and 2795 A profiles, we have used a modification
of Kunasz and Hulrmler's technique for solving the radiative transfer
equation in an expanding, spherical. atmosphere (Kunasz and Iluuuner)
1974; Kunasz, 1973) , Our modification (13crnat ) 1975) repluces the
hollow core with an opaque, emitting core; i.e., the radiation emerging
from the stellar core would be the chromospher.°ic MgII le line in the
ease of the 2795 A line and the photospheric Kul line in the case
of the 11030 and 1 033 A lines.
The profiles of the underlying photospheric MnI lines were
estimated; calculations biased upon a model photosphere cannot be
considered reliable for these strong lanes. The profile estimation
was facilitated by a lower resolution scan (Al a 0,15 A) covering
about 15 A and centered oil 	 Pfnl triplet ( 11030, 14033, 1103 11 A) ,
The weakest line at 1103 14 R clearly shows the deepest "photospherici°
core suggesting that shell reemission is filling in these cores
G
with the greatest effect• oil 	 strongest 11030 A line, In Figure 3,
we show predicted shell profiles for a Ori. Since seeing conditions
at the time of observation were poor, we assume that the observed
profiles represent an integration over the shell and star. Dctai.l.s
of the line profile fitting will be given elsewhere (14ernat, 1975),
We note that the depth of the narrow displaced core is primarily a
monitor of the optical depth and the height and extent of the
,t r
l
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redward reemissinu is it measure of the shell dinmuter. 1'Itesa
parameters were adjusted to obtain the fit to the stronger° 4030 A
line. Then, the 4033 A line was predicted from the relative oscillator
strengths without further parameter adjustment. This profile fittin',a
for a Ori gives an optical depth T(4030) — 1.2 or n column density
N(Mll) — 1.5 x 10 13 ern-2 . A similar analysis of the photographic
profiles for a Soo suggests T (4030) — 0.3 or N(Mil) — 3.6 x 10 12 C"M
We calculate shell optical deaths for the 2795 MnI line center:
T (2795) - S. tt (a Ori) and = 2.1 (a Sco) . For the Yal 2715 A line
center, we estimate 4' = . O tt- (a Ori) and = .Ol. (a Sco) .
Our interpretation of the MnI core profiles as a composite
absorption-emission feature (a P Cygni profile) produced by the
circumstel.lar shell differs substantially front 	 earlier interpre-
tation by Adams (1956). 11a identified two absorption components:
the violet displaced shell component and a red displaced broad
component which originated in the stellar photosphere. Here, we
suggest that this second component he given an alternative interpre-
tation as a blend of shell emission concentrated near the photospheric
velocity and -the broad underlying photospheric line (see Figure 3).
Our interpretation will explain the correlations noted by Mcmis.
For example, the intensity of the emission component (or., equivalently,
the strength of the red absorption component) will vary with the
photospheric velocity. The intensity will bra a minimum when the
photosphere shell velocity difference is a minimum and the shell sees
the deep core of photospheric line. As the velocity difference increases,
the shell can scatter a greater intensity of light from the line wings
and the emission intensity increases. A more detailed discussion
-13-
of Adams' correlations will b^, presented elsewhere (Burnat, 1075).
With the shell colunur densities anti the respective probabilities
O
for remission at 2705 A, we have calculated the line profiles of the
0
2795 A Fel and Mil lines. Figure 5 shows: the Mnl profiles when C,ne
observations refer to the entire shell. Our theoretical profile are
0
quite similar to the shell profilc derived from the KT 7699 A
resonance line by Goldberg tit-11, (1975). The ncL (absorption
minus the redward reemission) equivalent width for the DInl line is
small: Wl= 32 and 13 J for a Ori and a Sco respectively.
Since the Copernicus spectromutor slit width corresponds to only
0.3 arc-sec (a small fraction of the predicted and observed shell
di.-uneter for a Orl, Barnat and Lambert, 1975) 0 the observations
ccuir°,t include all the roemission. Reemission would have been
s',-t„eurad along the slit. Our calculated maximum equivalent width
refers to the absorption core without the remission and is B LI and
a^
40 rnA for. a Ori and a Sea respectively. The equivalent widths of
the Fcl: line are less than 1 rA in both shells. These ' computed
shell absorption lines are insufficient to explain the observed
asymnetry in the Mgll k line (see Figure 5). The discrepancy
is especially marked for a Sao; the asynunotr;y is perhaps stronger
than for a Ori but the circumstellar shell is much less evident in
all the resonance lines (Cal 1216 A, Call ll and K, 1-hil x1030 etc.) .
The shell will also scatter photons in the Mgll h anti le lines.
The resultant profiles will look similar to those given in Figure 11
for the PLnI lines, although the optical depth in the Mgll lines will
be much larger and the conversion probability will be zeru. Thus,
part of the h3 and L.  minima will be due -to photons scattered by the
shell but with our resolution we are unable 'to separate the shal.l's
cffucts from the "normnl " minima. At the very large optical depths
in the Mgll lines, the effect of the shell would be similar for the
h and k lines, i.e., we would not be able to produce the observed
different profiles.
We have also investigated the effects of interstellar absorption
on the MgII k line profile. Clearly, if the interstellar medium were
to absorb the k-line wing producing the observed asyjimetry, the h
line sho'Ild also be asymmetric. In addition, Hobbs' (1969) observations
of Nat in stars near a Soo and a Ori show velori.ties relative to the
star in the -18 to +9 lan/sec range. In our ohservations, any i.nter-
stellar MgII absorption Would not be resolved from the "normal" h 3 and
k3 central reversals.
To ascribe the large asynvactry observed to interstellar. Mil
A2795  woull require that interstellar absorption be detectable in the
Mn2 4030 A line. There is no evidence for interstellar absorption in
G
the MnI 4030 A line i.n either a Ori and a Soo. Ile may also calculate
the expected interstellar equivalent widths In -the following manner.
Bokscnberg et al. (1972) derive a col.unui density N(MgI) — 3 x 10 12 cm-2
for several stars in Orion; Rogerson ei: al, (1973b) derive N(MgI)
< 7 x 10 10 for two stars in Scorpio. By allowing for the distance
differences between the various stars and for the Mn to Pig abundance
ratio of — 300 and assuming N(MnI)/N(MgI) — N(Mn)/N(Pig), we derive
N(Mnl) , 1010 cm-2 and N(Mn1) 10 8 ern -2 (a Soo) or equivalent widths
WX (a Ori) — 3 m2h and 11 (a Soo) — 0, 03 mR. Thus, we 'conclude that
i
,I
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interstellar absorption will have an entirely negligible effect on
our observed MgII profiles. 'At much higher resolution, it may be
possible to detect interstellar Mg1l absorption in the cores of the
h and k lines.
IV. FeI FLUOUSCING TRANSITIONS
If the MnI and I'al. transitions are responsible for the k line
asymmetry, we call 	 to observe fluorescing MnI and Pal emission
lines in the visual.
The MnI line has a small (1.3 0%) branching ratio with the
i
	 5341.005 A (a 6 9/2 - y 0 P° 7/2 , multiplet 4) line most lilcely (0.81°0.
The large number of scatterings required to convert a Mn photon enhance
the probability that the photon will not be converted at all (for
example, the ultraviolet photons might be extinguished on dust grains
within the shell). In addition, the relevant visual Mn lines are
blended making unambiguous determination of any emissi.tn difficult,
The FeI line is ail 	 transition with a 5956 probability
of emission in the 4307.91 A (a 3F°3 - a 3 G rl , multiplet 42) line.
^ I
	Fluorescence in FeI and MnI in long-period variables through wavelength
coincidences with the MgIl h and k lines was first discussed by
Thackeray (1937).
Tracings of 3"members of multiplet 42 in a Ori from a 3 A/`rran
plate are shown in figure 5. The 4272 and 4320 A lines should be
0
unaffected by the fluorescence in the 4307 A line. The gf-values
h	 are in the ratio 0.74 (4320 A) : 0, 83 (4307 A) : 1.0 (4272. A) and, at
photospherie temperatures, the small differences in excitation potential
may be ignored. Clearly, •I...e L1307 A line is weaker thi= expected and
we attribute this to filling in of the line by the emission arising
I--
-T
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0
from absorption in the 2795 A interconbination transition. Another
line ut 4202 A is similarly affected. This observation was first
made by Spitzer (1939) who draw attention to -the possibility of
fluorescence. Our photographic spectra for a Soo show a similar but
wenl<er effect. We assume tlint the a Ori and a Soo observations
approximatee averages over the star and the entire shell.
0
The flux absorbed by the rel 2795.006 A line may be estimated
0
from the observed fluorescence at 4306 A. The emission was estimated
0
using the 4272 A line as "'he undistorted photospheric line profile
and converted to an absoluL-e flux using spectrum scans (ray and
Honeycutt, 1972; ray and Johnson, 1973). Ile estimate that flux of
about 1.600 ergs cm
-2
 s -1 at 2795 A is needed to account for the
fluorescence in a Ori.
The k line asymmetry in a Ori corresponds to a flux deficiency
of 3000 ergs cm 2 s-1 at the stellar surface. An op Ucally thick
rel 2795 A line with a large Doppler width (vD — 10 1cm s -1)
 
would
account for about 501S of this deficiency or a flux of
1500 ergs cm-2 s-1 . This flux is in good agreement with the estimate
based upon the observed fluorescence. A similar conclusion holds
for a Soo. These calculations suggest that the overlying rel and
Mnl 1Lnes are responsible for a major part of the observed k line
asymmetry. As shown in § 3, the circumstell.ar shell is not
responsible for the fluoresconce and an alternative site must be found.
-17-
The Fal line at 2803 A overlying the MgII h line appears not
to produce fluorescence in the appropriate visible lines. Since
the optical depth in this line is about 103 that of the 2795 A line,
the latter can have a substantial optical depth (T — 5) and provide an
asymmetric k line. The non-appearance of fluorescence via the 2803
0
line does exclude very large optical depths (T - 50) in the 2795 A
U
line. There remains the possibility that the 2803 A line may be
marginally affecting the h line and that the intrinsic chromospheric
MgII profiles are both asymmetric in the sense , predicted by an
expanding chromosphere.
V. CONCLUSIONS
0
The observed weakening by fluorescence of the FeI 4307 A line
is good evidence that the Mnl: and FeI resonance transitions overlying
the MgII k line profile are responsible for the strong asymmetry of
this line in a Ori ax,.l a Sea. However, our quantitative study shows
that the absorption provided by the cool circumstellar shells is
insufficient to provide the observed asymmetry. The discrepancy is
especially marked for a Soo for which the circumstellar shell is very
tenuous.
`One possible location for an additional cool layer would be the
top of the chromosphere. The chromospheric temperature must peak and
fall to -the low kinetic temperature of file shell. The shell is dis-
tinguishable because it is expanding relative to the photosphere at
about 10 km s-1 ; i.e. the narrow shell. absorption cores are displaced
to the violet relative to the broader photos pheric lines. If the top
-Is-
of the chromosphere Caere turbulent and approximately stationary
relative to the photosphere,` its effect on the absorption Cores
could go unnoticed. Of course, it would sy,iviietriaally broaden and
deepen the cores of the photospheric lines but their profiles
cannot be predicted with sufficient precision to detect this
additional absorption. Boisgaard and Magnan (1975) discuss the ultra-
violet Fell: emission lines and propose that they are produced by
infallin.- gas about 1.5 stellar radii above the surface. This
chromospheric gas is pr.esumahly also responsihle for the MgII emission
whose formation wo have not discussed. These authors suggest that
the chromosphere may contain large scale inhomogenieties of hot and
cool gas. The FeI fluorescence must occur in the cool gas. If the
excitation temperature is moderately high, excited lines may also
affect the MgII line profiles. Further observational evidence for
this chromospheric structure is needed.
In -this studyy we have not given serious consideration to
alternative explanations of the k line asymmetry (e.g. an expanding
chromosphere). A test of our suggestion that the asymmetry is the
result of overlying MnI and FeI resonance transitions will be possible
when high resolution scans of the k line are obtained; the nil and
Fel lines should show up as deep absorption features within the MgII
profile. High resolution scans should also be made of the h line in
Q
order to assess the contribution from the 2803 A Fol line. These scans
will also enable a better assessment to be made of the symmetry of the
chromospheric MgII profiles. 	 a
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TABLE ].
The AIz2T h and k lines in a 01A and a Sea
a Ori
h	 k	 k
v	 r
Line Counts/14 see 11420 3975 6970
i•500	 -1350	 x:350
a Soo
h	 k	 k
	
v	 r
°9230	 2700	 6350
i300	 *210	 i-270
Observed Flux
(ph. cm-2 s-1)	 43.7	 15.2	 26.7
Stellar surface
flux
(103 erg em 2 s -1)	 11.1	 3.85	 6.8
cull width at
base of line (A)	 3.6	 3.8
35.11	 10.3	 24.3
24.2	 7.1	 16.7
4.6	 4.0
TABLE 2
Upper Limits to Line Flux from a Ori
Line
CII 1037A
CIII 977A
0
NII 1.0858
p
OI 13028
FeI 2360A
0
FeI 23958
FeII I145A
0
CO 10858
Counts and 0 Copernicus 30 Upper 30 Upper
per 14 secs, e ificimey Limit to Limit to
b) obs. line Stella),
flux surface line
(ph em_ 2
 s-1) flux
2	 -I(10 3 erg; eni	 s
-3.9 i 1.4 0.14 0,07 0.05
-2.5 ± 1.2 <0.025 0.35 0,25
-2.5 ± 1.1 0.23 0.011 0,03
21.3 1° 0.8 0.025 0,23 0,13
3032 118 0.63 1.4 0.48
3133 a° 111 0.03 1.3 0,38
-2.2 ! 1.7 0.19 0.07 0.05
-2.5 i• 1.1 0.23 0.04 0.03
r	 r^
-25»
NOTES 7:0 TABU 2
1. The count rate refers to the mean background raLe outside the
expected position of the line. The predicted background count
0
rate has been subtracted for lines below 1200 A.
2. The Copernicus efficiency figures are from Snow (19711).
3. The CO observation includes the part of the (0,0) hand of the
llopfield-Birge (Clef = xl^) system.
i
I
i
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rIOUIIr CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 - Copernicus scan of the MgTL doublet in lletelUvusc. The
background level (dashed line) is attributable to noise ovents
and does not represent the stellar continuum. Positions of the
Mnl and Fel resonance transitions discussed in the text are shown
above the spectru111.
Fig. 2 - Copernicus scan or the MggIT doublet in Antares.
Fig. 3 - The cores of MnI resonance lines in m Ori at (a) 11030.8A
and (b) 11033.1A. The interpolated core of the photospher,ic line
is shown by the dashed line. 	 The predicted shell, absorption core
with redwaid emission is shown by the solid line. The intensity
scales for the two linos are not identical,
rig. 11 - Predicted profiles for the MnI 2795X1 line formed in the
circumstellar shells of a Ori and a Scc.
Fig. 5 - MgTI I: line profiles for a Ori and a Sco showing the maxircum
crfect- of the overlying circ.mrstellar Mil 2795A line. The dashed
line shows the observed profile (solid line) after correction for
the MnI line.
Fig. G - The a Ori photospheric spectrtun tiear the reI lines at 11272,
11307, and 5326A, The local continuum for these three lines is
at the top of the figure. The Col line in the left hand panel
shows a narrow displaced core arising in the circumstcllar shell.
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